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Abstract

Current crowdsourcing platforms such as Amazon Me-
chanical Turk provide an attractive solution for process-
ing of high-volume tasks at low cost. However, prob-
lems of quality control remain a major concern. We
developed a private crowdsourcing system (PCSS) run-
ning in a intranetwork, that allow us to devise for qual-
ity control methods. In the present work, we designed
a novel task allocation method to improve accuracy of
task results in PCSS. PCSS analyzed relations between
tasks from workers’ behavior using Bayesian network,
then created learning tasks according to analyzed rela-
tions. PCSS increased quality of task results by allocat-
ing learning tasks to workers before processing difficult
tasks. PCSS created 8 learning tasks automatically for
2 target task categories and increased accuracy of task
results by 10.77 point on average. We found that creat-
ing learning tasks according to analyzed relations is a
practical method to improve the quality of workers.

Introduction

The numbers of workers who process crowdsourcing tasks
are increasing in line with the expansion of the domains
in which crowdsourcing is used. Therefore, the way in
which work is performed in crowdsourcing is expected to
become common practice. However, support for crowd-
sourcing workers, such as education and improvement of
the working environment, is insufficient. This problem is
thought to be due to crowdsourcing workers being many and
unspecified. Crowdsourcing workers are employed and dis-
employed easily since they are unspecified. This poor man-
agement of workers could lead to declining quality of task
results and unjustified termination of workers.

Therefore, the importance of education for crowdsourcing
workers is expected to increase to a level comparable with
that of education in the traditional working environment.

We proposed a grade-based training method for applica-
tion in the education of microtask crowdsourcing workers.
In this method, workers process appropriate training tasks
before processing difficult tasks. Workers’ skill is upgraded
by processing training tasks. Specifically, our system cre-
ates appropriate training tasks by analyzing the relation be-
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tween many tasks and workers’ behavior using a Bayesian
network.

The Grade Training Method in PCSS

Education is based on the assumption that experience in cer-
tain tasks has a positive effect on people’s behavior in the
same or similar tasks. Therefore, in order to obtain good re-
sults in any situation, people should have experience in the
same or similar situations. The efficacy of the grade-based
training method is demonstrated in school education. There-
fore, we propose a method of upgrading workers’ skill with
training tasks allocated in stages. However, this grade-based
training method has a cost problem. It is difficult to create
the subjects and the curriculum automatically in a crowd-
sourcing system, since the purposes of tasks vary and there
are many unspecified workers. The method that we pro-
pose creates training tasks automatically by reusing existing
tasks.

Automatic Task Classification

In order to create training tasks by reusing existing tasks, it
is necessary to analyze the relation between task and task
contents. However, analyzing each task is costly in terms of
both time and calculation, because PCSS(Ashikawa 14) has
many tasks. Therefore, PCSS classifies task contents to task
category groups automatically to reduce cost.

The tasks in PCSS have titles and descriptions written by
requesters. PCSS calculates the tf-idf of each task using key-
words extracted from the title and description using morpho-
logical analysis.

PCSS calculates similarity between tasks using tf-idef of
each words and cosine similarity. PCSS calculated 777,924
patterns of the cosine similarity between 882 tasks. Conse-
quently, PCSS classifies tasks with cosine similarity of 0.4
or more to the same category. As a result, PCSS classifies
882 tasks to 50 task categories.

Analyzing Relation Between Task Categories

An intelligent tutoring system (ITS) is a computer system
that aims to provide immediate and customized instruction
or feedback to learners usually without intervention from a
human teacher. ITS is very useful for a grade-based training
method(Ueno 2000). Methods for representing learner mod-
els in ITS using a predicate logical representation have been
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Figure 1: Directed acyclic graph for target task categories

popular for many years. However, a predicate logical repre-
sentation has some problems, such as difficulty in handling
exceptions to rules and inconsistent workers’ behavior. For
example, workers’ careless mistakes and guesswork. How-
ever, these cases often happen in microtask crowdsourcing.
A stochastic method, such as a Bayesian network can treat
such exceptions to rules and inconsistent workers’ behavior.
A Bayesian network is a probabilistic graphical model that
represents a set of random variables and their conditional
dependencies with a directed acyclic graph. PCSS analyzes
relations between task categories analyzed in Section 4.1 us-
ing a Bayesian network.
P (A | B) means a probability that a worker who can

process task B with high accuracy can process task A. P (A |
B) can be defined as;

P (A | B) =
P (B | A)P (A)

P (B)
(1)

, where P (A) is the probability that the worker can process
task A with more than 90% accuracy, and then it is regarded
as true. If P (A | B) shows a high probability, PCSS can
create training tasks for task A by reusing task B.

Discussion

In order to use a Bayesian network in crowdsourcing, PCSS
calculates the average accuracy of task results in each
task category in Section 4.1. The Bayesian network learns
from the calculated average accuracy and creates a directed
acyclic graph. In the present work, we use Weka (Waikato
Environment for Knowledge Analysis) 3.6.11 (Weka) in or-
der to apply the Bayesian network in crowdsourcing.

As a result, we were able to create directed acyclic graphs
for ‘determine if two web pages have similar content, or not’
and ‘cutting a sentence by paragraph’. The created directed
acyclic graphs are shown in Figure 1 ,where Task A is ‘se-
lect correct accent data from the following options’, Task B
is ‘spell checking’, Task C is ‘determine if two synthesized
speeches have similar sound, or not’, Task D is ‘put phonet-
ics data to words’, Task E is ‘checking if phonetics data of
word is correct’, Task F is ‘put accent data and phonetics
data’, Task G is ‘cutting a sentence by paragraph’.

The created directed acyclic graphs show the relations be-
tween target tasks and training tasks. For example, in order
to find a training task for Task E, PCSS calculates the proba-
bility P (A | B) in Eq.1. A is target task Task E and B is the
training task for A. P (A | B) is the probability that a worker

who can process task B with high accuracy can process task
A with high accuracy.

In order to check the effectiveness of the directed acyclic
graphs, we tested as follows:

1. Allocate a target task for which upgrading accuracy of the
task result is required to all workers to check the accuracy
first.

2. Classify workers who processed the target task to worker
group 1 to process training tasks and to worker group 2 to
process the same tasks as in 1.

(a) Worker group 1 process training tasks.
(b) Worker group 2 process the same tasks as in 1.

3. Allocate the same tasks in 1 to workers who processed in
2, and compare accuracy of the task result in 1 and accu-
racy of the task result in 3. The workers do not perform
other tasks between each step.
we tested ‘determine if two web pages have similar con-

tent, or not’ with 5 training tasks and ‘cutting a sentence by
paragraph’ with 1 training task. These training tasks improve
10.77 point on accuracy of target tasks on average.

Conclusion And Future Work

In this paper, we propose a grade-based training method for
PCSS. PCSS creates training tasks automatically by reusing
other tasks. Workers’ skill is upgraded for the target task by
processing a training task before processing the target task.

Additionally, in order to check the effectiveness of grade-
based training, we created 2 directed acyclic graphs for 2
task categories, and then 8 training tasks from the directed
acyclic graphs. These training tasks improve 10.77 point on
accuracy of target tasks on average.

On the other hand, there are some task categories for
which there are no training tasks created by PCSS. It is spec-
ulated that PCSS could not create training tasks for these
task categories because of a shortage of workers’ behavior
data. Development of a training task method that requires
little workers’ behavior data is a subject for future work.
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